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ABSTRACT 
The observed laser-induced distortion of a micrometer-sized 
water droplet in air is analysed theoretically with the assumption 
of i ncompr essi bi1i ty. Due to electrostri cti ve effect, surface 
waves of different angular momentum indices on the droplet are 
excited. The resultant surface motion is solved and a global view 
of the forward bulge of the droplet surface. Reasons for 
discrepancy between experiment and theory are proposed. 
If the i ncompr essi bi1i ty assumption were to be relaxed， then 
the fluid response would also depend on the intensity distribution 
within the droplet. For this purpose, a method of finding the 
intensity within the droplet by geometrical optics is developed， 
which is proved to be consistent with the result from physical 
optics. 
Finally, the ,two fluid problem，， replacement of air by 
another dielectric fluid as outer medium of the droplet, is 
discussed in a similar way. The incompressible assumption can 
readily be checked through experiment on this. 
vi i i 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
When a laser pulse is incident upon a transparent 
micrometer-sized fluid droplet such as water, th& droplet 
undergoes distortions and oscillations and, for large intensities, 
is shattered- Detailed observations have been reported with the 
,following experimental conditions and parameters CZhang and Chang, 
1988〕， 
A linear suream of water droplets (with 2a « 100 难 ） 
flowing- ac m/sec is produced by a modified Berg-
lund-Liu generator. T h e incidenc radiadoa is from a 
flash]amp-pumped dye laser emitting ac X = 0.60 ；im. 
with a pulse duration of 400 nsec. T h e firing- of the 
laser (at ~1 paise/lo sec) is synchronized with die 
voltage osciilacor chac drives the droplei; generator (ac 
~oO IcHz). The laser beam is focused to a spoc diame-
ter of -200 ；im and is pulsed when a flowing- droplet 
reaches the middle of the laser focal spot. At 90° zo 
the laser beam direcdon, die iighc from, a camera flash-
lamp (with ~l-msec poise duradon) backiiiummates 
【he droplet scream during and after the laser firing-. 
After the laser poLse, a framing camera (Hadland Ima-
con 790) records a series of shadowgraphs of the drop-
let every microsecond with an exposure time of 200 
nsec/frame. A blue color filter is placed in front of the 
framing^ camera to block the 90° eiasticaiiy scattered 
red light from the droplet during' the dye-iaser poise 
and to pass the in-line- blue light fronx the camera 
flashlamp. The output of the framing camera is re-
corded on 3000 A S A Polaroid film，wbich is eventually 
digitized and stored In a microcomputer for dispiay. 
Fig. CI. 1) demonstrates two cases"， with dirrerent laser pulse-
energy. At the lower energy CI00 mJ〕’ the droplet is excited into 
oscillations that damp out on time scales of tens of microseconds, 





,Photographs taken by Zhang and Chang on 1aser-irradiated water droplets 
？nS recorded at various time delays z U after the dyn-laser pulse 
j^se^ duration). The successive photographs shown correspond to every 2 asec 
二 t ^ laser direction is from left to right. In (a), the top photograph in the 
eft-hand column is for z U = 0， and the bottom photograph in right-hand column 
^ I u ： 22严,c, energy of the dyn-laser pulse is 100 mJ; in (b)，the top 
C o ^ g r a f D h j n th^ left-hand column is for zit = l ^ s e c , and the bottom photograph 
品0 二 门 _ - h a n d column is for A t = 15 ^ s e c , the dyn-laser pulse energy is 
2 
sufficiently large that the droplet shatters. The size parameter 
X’ which is defined as , gi ves a scale on the size of droplet 
v/ith respect to the wavel ength of the incident light. In present 
case， X is about 524. In this thesis, X = 500 will be used， this 
approximation is valid as the droplet is "large", which will be 
discussed i n later Chapters. 
Due to the non-absorptive property of water at the suggested 
wavelength, the electrostrictive force is believed to be the 
principal cause of the bulging out of the droplet in the 
experiment. The electrostrictive force is closely associated with 
the electromagnetic stress tensor in macroscopic electromagnetism 
CGordan, 1973; Robinson，1975； Brevik, 1979：) and the so-called 
momentum of light CPeierls, 1976； Wong and Young, 1977). Indeed, 
interest in this classical problem was revived largely by a 
similar experiment CAshkin and Dziedzic, 1973D in which a laser 
beam of radius a 〜2 y^m wdth a much lower energy of ~0. 1 mJ 
normally incident onto the surface of water caused the surface to 
bulge out instead of being pushed in, as might be naively expected 
from the point of view of momentum of light. Analysis of such 
problems Ce. g. Lai and Young, 1976：) requires the knowledge of the 
force density at optical frequencies, which has only been secured 
recently from a molecular and statistical mechanical approach CLai 
et al, 1981, 1982〕. An expression of the force density ？ may be 
written as 
^ = - I 〔 # 〕 ^ I ^ + « ^ 。 〔 K 一 1) g <g X g> CI.ID 
where <& = £：< E^ > 
O T 
^ = CK - ID + I CfC - ID^ 
3 
with < >T denotes a time averge and K = i.e. the dielectric 
constant. 
The interaction with a droplet offers a cleaner comparison 
between theory and experiment than with a bulk surface because the 
wavelengths X^ of surface waves excited are residily determined 
for a droplet of known radius but not so for a bulk surface which 
depend on the beam radius. Thus, the observed droplet distortion 
offers a better opportunity for testing the theory of the 
electromagnetic stress tensor. 
On the other hand, micrometer-sized droplets act as good 
optical cavities for nearly tangential rays undergo!ng total 
internal reflection around the rim； as a result there are sharp 
resonances in Mie scattering CMie, 1908； Owen et al, 1981〕， 
fluorescence C Benner et al， 1980； Tzeng et al， 1984aD, Raman 
scattering CSnow et al， 1985; Qian and Chang, 1986〕， Brillouin 
scattering C Zhang and Chang, 1989； Chi tan vis and Cantrell , 1989：), 
energy transfer CFolan et al’ 1985D and even lasing CTzeng et al, 
1984b; Qian et al, 1986D. With the exception of Mie scattering, 
all these phenomena involve the electromagnetic field inside the 
droplet and are conveniently described in terms of a 
redistribution of the density of states in the cavity CChing et 
al， 1987； Lai et al, 1988； Leung and Young, 1988D with a 
significant portion of states being squeezed into narrow 
morphology dependent resonances or quasi-modes. Whereas from the 
simplest point of view the droplet is merely a passi ve dielectric 
background, the electromagnetic field in fact excites both density 
fluctuations associated with acoustic waves in the bulk and shape 
distortions associated with surface waves. The former couple to 
4 
Brillouin scattering C spontaneous C Chi ng et al， to appear in 
Phys. Rev. AD and stimulated ]， while the latter cause surface 
roughness, which may be important in reducing the extremely high Q 
values theoretically computed for the resonant quasi-modes CZhang 
et a丄，1988; Pinnick: et al , 1988； Lai et al , to appear in Phys. 
Rev. . The shape distortions will also shift the resonant 
frequencies C Tzeng et al， 1985; Lai et al， 1990D. lifting the 
spherical degeneracy. All these in turn affect the optical 
processes and therefore merit a thorough investigation, with the 
understanding of droplet distortion being the first step. 
This thesis, based on the work of Lai et al C1989D, gives a 
more detailed calculation and discussion on the evaluation of the 
electromagnetic intensity as well as the electrostrictive force 
within the droplet and the consequent droplet motion in the 
irradiation field of laser. Chapter 2 accounts for the surface 
tension on a deformed droplet in a linear regime and introduces 
the equation of motion of the droplet after laser illumination. 
Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the calculation of the intensity within 
the droplet, and therefore the energy density & in Eq.CI.ID, from 
geometrical and physical points of view, respectively. Chapter 5 
gives a detailed calculation on the droplet deformation and makes 
a comparison with experiment. Chapter 6 considers a situation 
where the outer medium of the droplet is another dielectric fluid； 
several interesting points on the topic are discussed. Chapter 7 
draws a conclusion of this thesis. 
5 
CHAPTER 2 
Laser pulse induced deformation of droplet ； PART I 
二 1 Curvature and surface tension on a deformed surface on the 
droplet 
If a liquid droplet is deformed, it will have a tendency to 
return to its spherical shape on account of its surface tension. 
Therefore, it is necessary to have some understanding of how 
surface tension works for a deformed droplet. In this section, we 
find the expression for the pressure difference across the surface 
of a deformed droplet. From now on, we will express the surface of 
the deformed droplet with axial symmetry as 
CO 
R〔分’ t) = a + 2 h^CtD P C cos孜〕 〔2.1) 
I =1 
where a is the radius of the undeformed droplet， h^Ct：) is the 
coefficient of the l-th Legendre polynomial at time t. These 
h^ CtD *s are the most important parameters in describing the 
deformed droplet at all times. The i = O mode is excluded from the 
series in Eq.〔2.1〕 because the volume of the droplet is assumed to 
be conserved. 
For a spherical droplet with radius R, the pressure 
difference AP across its boundary is well-known, and is given by 
AP = 
where is the surface tension coefficient. More generally, the 
pressure difference for a curved surface at any point ？ on the 
surface is given by the Laplace formula C Landau and Lifshitz, 
6 
1959, p. 231 D as 
1 2 
where R^ and R^ are the principal radii of curvature at point r. 
Together with Eq.CB.ID, the pressure difference on the 
surface of a deformed sphere can be proved to have the following 
form 
W = ¥ + ^ R 〔2.3) 
wi th A 
T 2 _ 1 d . ^ d 




The operator L is well known and is Just the angular 
momentum operator Cup to factor of ⑴ in the case of axial 
symmetry. For axial symmetry, its eigenfunctions are Legendre 
polynomials P^ with corresponding eigenvalues iCl+lD. A 
mathematical proof of Eq.C2.3D is given in Appendix A. 
As a simpler case to understand Eq.C2。3〕， suppose R = R = R, 
1 2 
in Eq。C2.2:>， which resembles part of a sphere with radius R, . It 
can be shown without much work that 
二 -•丄 ^^  C2. 4〕 
where •丄 takes only the tangential component of V on the surface, 
^ is the equation of surface. For our case in spherical 
coordinates， it is Just the function RC^,tD as defined in 
Eq. C2. ID. 
2 A 
In spherical coordinates， •丄 can be changed to -L^/R^ by 
extracting the radial component. In addition to the local 
curvature at radius R, E q . 4 〕 becomes 
7 
2 _ 2 1 
R， = R + L ^^  〔2.5) 
if we consider the case of an undeformed sphere, that means R is 
constant, the additional term of 2/R can make Eq.〔2.5〕 consistent. 
By putting Eq. C2. ID into Eq.C2.3D, and to first order in the 
deformation, we find that 
2 y, 00 
^ = — ^ - E〔乙2+卜2) h P Ccos^D ca 6〕 
‘ a a 1=1 L L 
In addition, there is a one-to-one relation between various 
modes of displacement and pressure difference. This can easily 
lead to the idea that we can treat the motion of the droplet in 
separate modes. Therefore, it is advantageous to carry out 
expansions of functions on the surface of the droplet in Legendre 
polynomials. 
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equation in the absence of 
viscosity 
Suppose V be the fluid velocity inside the droplet, by 
ignoring viscosity for the time being and the term Cv-VDv as it is 
second order in v and is much smaller than the term — , the 
Navier-Stokes equation can be written as 
P £ + 评二？ 〔2.7) 
where p and P are the density and pressure within the droplet, and 
？ is the external force, in this case the e l e c t r o s t r i c t i v e force 
given by Eq.CI.ID. 
8 
The last term on the R.H. S. of equation 〔1.1〕 can be dropped, 
because it is much smaller than the gradient term and, 
furthermore, it is a total time derivative and the oscillation 
period of the incident light is several orders lower than the time 
scale in our problem, so that integration of this term with 
respect to time gives zero impulse approximately and thus no 
overall effect. 
By combining equation CI.ID and C2.7〕， we get 
P 瓦 + •〔？ 一 纪 = - I CVKD ^ C2.8D 
Since K changes only across the boundary, the term on the 
R. H.S. of Eq. C2. 8D is a surface force. And, as we will see later, 
v^e can treat CP - as the effective pressure P^，which is a 
combination of the normal mechanical pressure P and the 
"electrostricti ve pressure" - L ^ ^^  
Before finding the solution of Eq. C2。8〕，modifications on its 
R.H.S. is preferred. Across the surface of droplet, not only K 
changes sharply, but also the energy density & So， some 
manipulations will have to be made in order to relate S with K and 
some other continuous terms on the surface. 
Assume now the incident laser pulse resembles a uniform plane 
wave. By definition. ^ = E^ ,where subscript T means a time 
average of the corresponding term, and we can rewrite it as 
& = 右 � < > t Q Ca.9D 
where < E^^ >丁 is the time average of the electric field square in 
the incident beam, and 
9 
< E 2 、 
Q = ca. lo) 
< E 
O T 
is the enhancement of the field due to the presence of the 
droplet, and is a quantity independent of the incident field 
strength. For an undeformed droplet’ Q depends on position only, 
and the time dependence will be absorbed into the term < E ^ > 
O T • 
Indeed, s。< E^^ >T equals 工/c where the incident intensity I is a 
function of time only and c the velocity of light in vacuum. 
Across the boundary, only the tangential component of g is 
continuous. Q is decomposed into two terms, the normal CnD and the 
tangential CtD, as 
Q = + Ft 〔2.11) 
On the surface of the droplet, by convention, F and F 
n t 
always take the values on the inside surface of the droplet. For 
unit incident field, 
F = < E 2 > = J _ < D^ > C2 12a:> 
n n T 2 n T Lc:：.丄 c^aj 
K S o 
Ft =〈 t^^ 〉T C2. 12bD 
where D^ is the electric field displacement, which is continuous 
across the surface. Therefore, the R. H. S. of Eq. C2.8D now becomes 
1 — 1 — T . 
— p (VK) & = - L CVKD f F + - i _ < D 2 > 1 己 2 C ^ t 2 2 r, T J 
X^  £ 
o 
= - - 〔 — - 乂 夸 ） 〔2.13〕 
s 
o 
We can now turn back to solve Eq.C2.8D. By taking a 
divergence, 
10 
P 7 十 V^P = o 扰 e 
The R.H.S. is zero inside the droplet. For an incompressible 
fluid, V-v = O, therefore, V^P^ = O, so the effective pressure in 
the droplet is 
00 
P = 2 p Ct) C ^ P Ccos^D C2 14〕 
, I 二o L a I . 
By integrating Eq.〔a. 8〕across the surface of droplet and 
including the surface tensi on as given in Eq.Ca.6D, it can be 
shown that 




2 y y 2 
+ + ^ • E C I +1—2〕 h P Ccos合〕 
a 1=1 ^ ^  
= - ^ CK-1：) CF + K F D -H ^ 
t n a 
00 
+ . E 一 2 〕 h P Ccos^D Ca.lSD 
a 1=1 ^ L 
where P^ is the effective pressure outside the droplet. We define 
F = Ft 十 K F^ 〔2.16a) 
which can be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials as 
卜 E P^Ccos 没〕 〔 2 . leb〕 
it can be readily shown that if I = 0 , 
P。“〕二 Po - 〔K_l〕Fo + ca.l7a〕 
and for I ？^ O, 
11 
f \ � t ) = - CK-ID F\ + 4 〔 乙 2 + 卜 2 � � � 2 . 1 7 b � 
a 
On the other hand, as the Legendre polynomials form a 
complete and orthogonal set, we can always express the radial 
component of velocity on the boundary as follow ： 
C •〕n = g = E 〜P^Ccos 幻 〔 2 . 1 8 ) 
1 = 1 
where h is the displacement of the surface. 
By combining Eq. C2. 80， C2. 14D , C2. 17bD and C2. 18D , we 
finally have the equsition for the surface of droplet, 
P d^hi r 2 工 
7'——2 + 一 3 〔 乙 + 乙 一 8 〕 h t =——〔K-l) F 〔3.19〕 
乙 d t a aac L 
for I > 1. For the mode with i = O, we know that h must be zero 
o 
for a volume conserved droplet, so there is no need to write down 
the equation for h . 
o 
Eq.ca.19D looks like the equation of motion of a forced 
harmonic oscillator. And viscosity, i.e. damping, will be added to 
the equation later in Chapter 5. The R. H. S. of Eq.C2.19D acts as 
the driving force for each mode of oscillation. F^ is a function 
of refractive index n and mode number I only, the dependence on 公 
is changed to I by the Legendre polynomials. The original 
dependence of electrostrictive force on radial coordinate R and 
the size parameter X do not appear in F^, because the force is now 
a surface one, i.e. there is no r dependence. On the other hand, 
the droplet in present case is large enough that it is not 
sensitive to the wavelength of light, so F^ attains its asymptotic 
NT^ lue .i.e. independent of X, which can be obtained by both 
12 
physical and geometric optics, this will be seen in later 
chapters. 
As a whole， it must be reminded that a superposition of 
displacement h^ of various modes gives a first order description 
of the shape of a droplet at all times and apart from F ， it is 
I* 
of interest to know the intensity within the droplet because of 
the dependence of the volumetric electrostri cti ve force on 




Geometric Optics ； Calculation of internal intensity 
3. 1 Trace of a narrow light beam inside a droplet 
In order to find F^  in Eq. C2. 16D in Section 3. 2, the electric 
field ScrD or energy density within the droplet must be 
known everywhere. It may be possible to achieve this by evaluating 
3〔]^〕 exactly by means of physical optics Ci. e. Mie Scattering：). On 
the other hand, geometric optics can be used to obtain the energy 
density s^^CrD and therefore the coefficients F^ for a droplet 
with sufficiently large size parameter X. It is expected that the 
value of F^  obtained from physical optics matches that of 
geometric optics for a sufficiently large droplet. In this 
Chapter, a geometrical method to obtain the intensity of light 
wi thi n a droplet i 11 uminaited by a pi ane el ectromagneti c wave is 
introduced and some interesting results are shown. 
Firstly, the behaviour of a ray wi thin the droplet is 
discussed。 Suppose the propagating direction of the incident field 
is parallel to the z-axis, as shown in Fig. C3. 1：). The incident 
angle of the ray is 孜， w h i c h is Just the angle between the line lO 
and z-axis, where O represents the centre of the sphere. And also, 
the refracted angle’ is related to e by the well known Law of 
Ref paction, 
sin孜 
i n r ^ = n 〔3.1〕 
where n is the refractive index of the droplet. 
Within the droplet， the ray propagates to point II and 
reflects. Since the triangle I O II is equilateral, the incident 
14 
angle at point II must be and therefore the reflected angle at 
point II must also be 4>. This process of reflection will keep on 
in the droplet. It can be concluded that all incident and 
reflected angles of the ray within the droplet are each equal to 
We now denote the k-th intersecting point of the ray with the 
droplet surface by the roman number K, i.e. the first by I and 
second by II and so on. and the angle between OK and OO， by 分 
— K ' 
i.e. ^^^ = ^ and 〜=分 + Cn - 20〕 and so on, then we can readily 
get a general expression for as follows： 
IC 
乡K：=分 + Ck 一 i:>Cn 一 20D C3. 2〕 
By means of Eq. C3. ID . we can rewrite Eq.C3. 2) as 
分K = O + Ck - 1 ) ( rr - 2 sin-^C ？ 〕 〕 〔 3 . 3〕 
Differentiates 冷紀 with respect to e ， Eq.C3.3D becomes 
d分 
_ K = 1 一 三〔k - 1) cos e 
份 一 n cos 0 〔3.4〕 
Let us now consider a cylindrical beam of annular 
cross-section. Obviously, it keeps its annular shape within the 
droplet Csee Fig.CI.IDD. The cross-sectional area of this annular 
beam AA^ at point K satisfies the following beam area ratio 
AA sin ^ d^ 
__K 一 K K 
C3. 5D 
AA^ sin d设 
where AA^ is the cross-section of the transmitted beam at point I. 
As the beam area changes when it is propagating in the 
droplet, the beam will have a changing intensity depending on 
its cross-sectional area, i.e. 
— Intensity at point I Cinside〕 
Intensity at point IC = 
C AA / AA D 
K 1 
15 
but the equation above is not fully correct, as energy is lost in 
every reflection due to the transparency of the droplet， the 
intensity after a reflection is simply the intensity before 
reflection times r^, where r is the simplitLide reflection 
coefficient wi thin the droplet. Therefore, the intensity of the 
beam at point K after reflection is given by 
Intensity at point I x r2<K-i> 
‘ C AA~~Z AA~~~5 C3.6：) 
K 1 
As r < 1, it is found that the beam will be weaker after 
every reflection. And indeed’ for a highly transparent droplet， 
only the first several reflections are important in evaluating the 
energy density. 
As a whole, we have in this section an outline of the 
essential terms in the path of the beam, the intersecting point in 
terms of 〜in Eq. C3. 3D and the intensity at intersecting point 
given by Eq. C3. 6：). These give some physical insight on how the 
beam propagates within the droplet and the intensity of light 
Ci.e. a combination of many beamsD can be evaluated. 
3.2 Intensity within droplet 
By means of the beam method, it is now possible to find the 
energy density at any point within the droplet, except on its 
surface, which will be explained later. 
Suppose the size parameter of the droplet is large enough so 
that we can neglect the effect of interference, but this does not 
mean that interference does not take piace in a large droplet. It 
16 




~ ^ ‘ 1 • 1 1 , 
Figure ( 3 . 1 ) : 
Ray diagram of an annular light beam within the droplet with the shaded 
〔 i n p represent the impact region between the beam and the droplet surface. 
Angles 0 and 9 are related by the refractive index n of the droplet as 
n = 中 9 
sin (p 
Figure ( 3 . 2 ) : 
Representation of the relevant quantities of point r inside the droplet on 
the beam path between point iv add point 
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is due to the fact that the neighbourhood required for averaging 
energy density around a point is very small compared to the size 
of the droplet. A superposition of the beam intensity will then 
give the overall intensity at any point. 
To obtain the beam area ratio, Eq.C3.SD should be changed 
because it is only suitable for intersecting points on the 
surface. For intersecting points inside the droplet, we need a 
jTubre general form of the beam area ratio. Suppose there is a point 
^ which has the polar coordinates CR ’ f t ) and is passed by a beam 
with annular cross—;section of Aa Just after its reflection at 
point K as shown in Fig. C3. 2D , then 
= ^ sin ^ r 1 _ r K” X 、 K _ 
AA a sin ^ I ^  ^ d^ ^ ^ ^ ) d ^ 〔3.7：) 
JK 
where ^ = | ( 1 ± C c| sec - tan^^D^^^ ) 〔3。8〕 
In Eq.〔3.8〕， the 土 sign means + or — which depends on whether x is 
greater or less than y. CA derivation of Eq. C3. 7〕and Eq.〔3. 8) is 
given in Append!x B. ：) On the other hand, due to the transmission 
of incident light into the droplet, 
< E > at point I within droplet = < E^ > t^ C3 9〕 
T O T • 
t is the amplitude transmission coefficient. Combining 
Eq. C3. 6D , Eq. C3. 7D and Eq. C3. 9D , we have now at point r , 
< = ^ ^ C3.10D 
C Aa / AA D 
1 
One point to be reminded is that the coefficients t and r are 
没 and polarization dependent. For a circular polarized incident 
light， the two components of polarization, i.e. in the plane of 
18 
the paper and perpendicular to the paper have equal strengths. 
Therefore, if the incident light is circularly polarized, 
Eq. C3. lOD should be in the form of 
广 4. 2 2 (K-1 > 丄 . 2 2 C K- 1 > 、 乂 、 
^ 、 〔 tf,广,， + t丄 r丄 ） < E > 
< E >T = 〔3.11〕 
2 • C Aa / AA D 
1 
where subscripts I  and 丄 mean the field polarization in and 
prependicular to the paper, respectively. 
For a specific point r, there may be more than one beam 
passing through it, or one beam passing through it more than one 
time, all these must be summed over in the evaluation of the 
overall intensity. 
On the other hand, this 'beam method, can also be applied to 
the evaluation of intensity in an absorptive droplet， if there is 
factor of attenuation a, i. e. 
工 〔 广 〕 = 
where I C ? D and 1 J： r ：> are intensities at point r with and 
without absorption respectively, and S is the distance travelled 
by the beam within the droplet. By using Eq. C3. 8D and following 
Fig.C3.2D, it can be shown easily that 
I =〔 2k: - 1 ±〔〔z sec 0〕2 - tan%!>〕iZ2〕。。已伞 〔3.13) 
Therefore’ Eq.C3.12D can be rewritten as 
I 〔 ？ 〕 = 工 〔 ？ 〕 e - a s = I c - ) e-c.cs/a> C3.14D 
o o 
where o^  = a a ， which is the effective absorption coefficient. So, 
for a non-absorptive droplet, the intensity profile within droplet 
v/ill be independent of the droplet radius, but not for absorptive 
droplets. 
By using Eq.C3.11〕 and summing over all the beams, the 
19 I • 
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intensity at any point r can be evaluated. This can be done by 
finding the corresponding ^^' s by supposing r^  be on the path 
between points K and ^ . Certainly, we must run K from 1 to a 
fii^ ite nuniber, say 10’ in computation and there may be none or 
more than one 公丄 found in correspondence. A routine written in 
FORTRAN is given in Appendix C； the subroutines not found in the 
program are supplied by the IMSL. 
On the z-axis, the field diverges to infinity from a 
geometrical point of view， due to focusing of beams. So, to have 
an impression of the profile of intensity on z-axis, it is better 
to find the intensity on a line parallel and very near to z-axis. 
In Fig.〔3. 3)，the intensity on lines parallel to the z-axis 
is plotted against z for n equals to 1.33 〔refractive index of 
water). The distance between the line and the z-axis is A, it can 
be observed from the figures that E^A is almost independent of A. 
It can be seen that there are hot spots near the forward and 
backward surfaces of the droplet. The hot spot near the forward 
surface are located at about 0.6a to 0.85a, and the one near the 
backward surface is located at about -O.75a to -0.8a, the minus 
sign means that the points are at the back hemisphere of the 
droplet. 
Other than the intensity on axis, plots of intensity on 
concentric spheres with different radii R are given in Fig. C3. 
For radii R less than 0.7a, the intensity almost decreases 
monotonically from ^ = O。at the front to O = 180。at the back. •、 
For larger R, it seems that peaks grow with the most intense one 
located at several tens of degree. As R increases, the angle 分 of 
this peak decreases while its magnitude increases. On the surface 
20 
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Figure (3.3): 
Geometrical result of the intensity on the lines parallel to the z-axis 
？df 0 the z-axis equal to (a) 0.0025a，(b) 0.005a, (c) 0.0075a， 
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Figure ( 3 . 5 ) : 
Geometrical result of Q (R) versus R for i equal to 0..10. Points on the 
graphs are located at m u U i p T e s of 0.05 only (except that at R=0)，i.e. there 
are 20 data points on each traph. - — . - -
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Table 3, 1 ： Geometrical result of Q^CRD for various R where 
refractive index n is 1. 33. 
R / a 
I O. 2 O. 4 0.6 0.8 l.O 
‘ O 1•330 1.330 1.339 O.885 O.530 
1 o. 19a O. 411 O. 721 0.618 O. 402 
2 O. 027 0.120 O. 378 1.438 1.468 
3 O.OOl O.005 O.019 1.381 1.464 
4 O.OOa O.008 -O.064 O.655 1.408 
5 O. OOO O. 012 O. Oia 一 O . 233 1 . 403 
6 O. OOl O. 019 O. 089 -O. 722 1. 059 
7 O. OOO O. 010 O. Ill -O. 712 O. 397 
8 O. OOO 0.013 O. 109 一 0 . 2 1 1 -O. 252 
9 O. OOO O. 005 O. 090 O. 216 -O. 640 
10 O. OOO O. 009 O. 091 O. 965 -1 . 125 
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of droplet, this peak may be strong enough to have a magnitude 
larger than that on the axis〔i.e.分=O^D. 
S o m e t i m e s , i t i s m o r e c o n v e n i e n t t o e x p r e s s t h e i n t e n s i t y i n 
L e g e n d r e s e r i e s ： 
CD 
二 £ QjCRD P^Ccos C3. 15D 
I =o 
where Q^ CRD are functions of R only. The dependence of Q^ CRD on R 
i,s listed in Table 〔3.1：) and plotted in Fig.〔3.3：). There is a 
strange turning point at about O.75a from the graphs, this is the 
closest distance between the path of the outermost incident beam 
〔 孜 = 9 0 ° ) and the origin for n equal to 1. 33 and w i l l be 
explained in the next section. 
3.3 Mean intensity on the surface of a concentric sphere 
As an application of the beam method, the mean intensity as 
well as' the mean square of the electric field on the surface of a 
concentric sphere with radius R within the droplet Cnot including 
its surfaced can be evaluated. By definition, 
mean E^ = — J E^ dS， C3. 16aD 
v^ h^ere S, is the spherical surface of radi us R. 
As the integral is contributed by various beams passing 
through it. Eq.C3.16aD can be rewritten as 
2 1 ① 
mean E^ = — — - E E E.^  dS, (3.16b〕 
47tR beam i=i ^ ^ 
2 1 ® 
mean E = ~ - E J E : dS， 〔3.16c〕 
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where the integer i represents the i-th intersection of the beam 
with the surface of the concentric sphere and dS, represents its 
intersection area on the surface. The denominator of is the 
surface area of the concentric sphere, it helps to give the 
surface average of E^. By referring to Fig. C3. 6D , 
d 〜 = c o s a. C3. 17D 
where dA is the cross-sectional area of the beam at the i-th 
intersection point and a. is the angle made by the beam with the 
line joining the i-th intersection point and the centre. 
Geometrically’ a. can be written simply as a as it is independent 
of i , ct^  is function of 分 only. 
Since every beam crosses the surface of the concentric sphere 
twice before it hits at the surface of the droplet, so 
2 2 
E. . dA . = E . dA r 3 
2J-1 2J-1 2j 2j 工丄 O a J 
Where J i s a n y i n t e g e r . Owing t o c o n s t a n t a n g l e s o f i n c i d e n c e and 
reflection after every reflection, the intensity is simply reduced 
by a factor r independent of j. Therefore, 
〜 1 = E2T dA^. C3.18bD 
In this way, Eq. C3. 16：) becomes 
Mean E = — — - J： ~ - ~ C E^ dA D C 1 + 「•+ . - •〕 
4?TR BEAM COS A ^ 
- E^ dA 
_ 1 p 1 1 
= 2 J 2 〔3.19) 
STTR S' C 1 - r D COS a 
In Eq.C3.19D above, J has replaced £ where S, denotes 
s ' bsarn 
the region of surface containing the 1st intersecting point on the 
concentric sphere. As E^dA is constant for a beam free of 
26 
reflection and refraction, the integration J can be changed to 
s-
J ’ integration on the surface of the droplet. And, E^ dA 
s 1 1 
2 2 
becomes E dA with E representing the electric field square and dA 
the cross-sectional beam area just beneath the surface of the 
droplet when the beam enters. On the other hand, by considering 
the transmission of the beam on the surface of droplet, 
. E2 = t^ E2 
o 
where E^ is the intensity outside the droplet and dS is the 
intersection area of the beam with the droplet surface, Eq.〔3-19〕 
becomes 
_ 2 . 2 
2 4 E t COS 4> dS 
Mean E = j J 〔3. 20) 
STTR S C 1 - r D COS a 
It can be shown that, with expressions of t and r found in 
textbook of optics 〔e.g. Hecht and Zajac, 19823, 
t^ cos <p _ cos 分 
. 2 
1 - r n 
2 
and cos a = f 1 - — _ Y^^ 
n R 
The upper limit of to be integrated is given by the incident 
angle of the outermost beam passing through the concentric sphere 
with radius R, which is sin'^C^^：) for R < ^ ； and g else. So, 
a n 2 
for unit incident electric field square, Eq. C3. aOD will finally 
become 
2 2 
Mean E = n ( 1 - ec nR-aD • C 1 - — _ 产 2 ) C3. SID 
v/here ^xD is the step function of x. 
Therefore, in the sense of mean intensity, the droplet seems 
27 
to be divided into two parts, the core and the shell, where radius 
of the core is a/n with constant mean intensity. On the shell. the 
mean intensity decreases monotonical1y with increasing radius. 
Moreover, there is also the part of. rim on the boundary of the 
droplet, where interference effect cannot be neglected. 
In addition, mean E^ is just Q^CRD defined in Eq. C3, 15D and a 
general expression of Q^CR：) is similar to Eq. C3. 16cD as 
〒 R〕 = _ - E J E^ P C cos 分 ） d S ' C3.22D 
47tJR i:=i I L I I 
3.4 Intensity on the surface of the droplet 
It is often assumed that interference within the droplet can 
be neglected for a sufficiently large droplet. But on the surface 
of it, the interference effect can never be ignored because there 
is always interference between the incident and the reflected 
beams on the intersection point just beneath the surface. 
Suppose at any point on the surface of the droplet, there is 
a right hand coordinate system such that its z—axis points out 
from the paper. its x-axis points toward the centre of droplet. A 
beam is now incident onto the surface from within the droplet and 
reflects as drawn in Fig. C3. 7〕. 
Suppose the incident electric field is denoted by CE ,E ,E D , 
X y , z , 
then the reflected electric field is Cr„E ,-r„E ,r ,E D , the 
''X II y 丄 z , 
overall electric field at the point of reflection is 
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Figure ( 3 . 6 ) : 
Ray diagram across the concentric sphere. 
Figure (3.7)： 
thP r ^ ^ d i n a t e system on the surface of the droplet with x-axis points toward 
J J o m l h r p a p e r ! ' ' ' ^ ^ f a c e in the paper and z-axis points out 
• —- - •-- . 
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E t rl^. ^  sin 0 
£ . _ o ” ” ^ 
X — ~ 7 ~ 〔3.24a) 
C 2 • AA /AA 〕… 
K 1 
IT 4. k - 2 J 匕 cos d> 
£ ’ = o 丨 f “ ^ 
C 2 • AA /AA 〕1Z2 
K 1 
C 4. 3c - 2 
• c, t , r , 
F , = o i l 
2 ‘ 1/2 C3.24C〕 〔 2 . AA /AA 〕iz2 
K 1 
By using the beam area ratio given by Eq.C3.5D, one can find the 
mean electric field square at any point on the surface of the 
droplet. A plot of this for n =1.33 and n = 1.121 is given in 
Fig.〔3. 8〕. 
In the actual case, this type of interference happens not 
only exactly on the boundary, and the effect may be important up 
to a certain depth depending on the wavelength of the incident 
wave and the radius of the droplet, i.e. the size parameter of the 
droplet. This may be one of the explanations for the difrerent 
behaviour of the electric field between small s i z e - p a r a m e t e r and 
geometrical large droplets. The electric field in small size 
parameter droplet will be given in the following Chapter. 
By referring to Section 〔2.2：)， the expression for F in 
geometrical optics approximation can now be written as 
E2 + e2 + K E2 
F = y 2 ^ 
e 2 
o 
一 1 ” ^ 广 ‘2 2Ck-2〉" 一 、2 2 
一 2 2 AA^/AA^ ( S, 〔1"(,〕COS0 
+ tl rr"〉<:i 十r丄〕2 + t；； r . r ^sin^ ) 〔3.25〕 
where the E sign means summing over k and all incident beams. By 
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Figure ( 3 . 8 ) : 
Mean electric field square on the surface of the droplet with refractive 
index of (a) 1.121 and (b) 1.33. 
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a Legendre expansion of F, the c o e f f i c i e n t s F^ are found and a 
list of them is given in Table 〔3.2：) for n equals to 1.33 and 
1.121, and an approximation of F by the equation 
I m ax 
^ - Z： Pl〔cos 公〕 C3. 26) 
I =o 
is plotted in Fig. C3. 9D for the two values of n above and Imax 
equals to lO, 40 and lOO. It can be seen that peaks become more 
smooth and less small oscillations appeared for smaller Imax. On 
the other hand， locations of the highest peaks are Just the same 
as that on the plots of intensity versus e. 
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Table 3, 2 ： Geometrical result of F^  for n equals to 1.33 and 
1. 121. 
L F^ Cn=1.33D F^  Cn=l. laiD 
0 O.588 O.724 
1 O. 450 O. 410 
2 1.594 1 . 302 
3 1.654 O, 715 
4 1.533 -O.392 
5 1.540 -O.781 
6 1.171 -O. 667 
7 O. 415 -O. 415 
8 -O. 318 O. 244 
9 一 O . 7 4 4 O. 868 
lO -1.295 O. 963 
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Figure ( 3 . 9 ) : 
Plots of F for n equals (a) 1.121 and (b) 1.33 with m a x = 10, 40, 100 
from the top to the bottom where 
I m a x 
Fplot = Z 「1 P i ( c o s 0 ) 






Physical Optics ; Mie Scattering 
4. 1 Formalism of Mie Scattering CMie, 1908D 
To get a more precise and general result of the electric 
field within the droplet, the Maxwell equations must be solved. 
OWing to the absence of free charge and current, by assuming all 
the quantities have a time dependence of the Maxwell 
equations take the following simple form, 
• . 3 = O C4.1aD 
• § = O “.lb) 
• X e = ¥ g C4.1C：) 
V X fl = - S 〔4. Id) 
As § = /J j? and 3 = 3’ where fj and are the permeability and 
permittivity of the correspond!ng medium， alternate forms of 
Eq. C4. IcD and Eq. C4. IdD are 
咨 = 一 . • X g C4.2aD 
2 = + • X g C4. 2b) 
n k 
where k = oVc and n 二 C/JS：)^^'^ which is the refractive index 
defined as usual. The general solution for E and B can be found. 
In terms of spherical coordinates， vector spherical harmonics, 
spherical bessel and hankel functions, g and § can be written in 
the following form CJackson, 1975〕， 
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E aCi，nO f CnkrD X + bC i , nO V x g’〔nJcr〕 X 〔4.3) 
I ,m ^ Lm I Im 
where X^^ are the vector spherical harmonics, f^ and g^  are 
additive combinations of the two types of spherical hankel 
functions, aCl,mD and bCl.mD are Just coefficients. 
For a circular polarized plane wave incident along the 
z—axis， the electric and magnetic field can be written as 
g〔z〕= c + 丄 ” 9〕 e彻 〔4.4a〕 
gCz) = z X e 〔4.4b) 
where r} = +1 or — 1 depending on whether the light is right-hand or 
left-hand circular polarized. Without loss of generality, 77 will 
be taken to be +1 from now on. To be expressed in the form of 
Eq. C4. 33 . the appearance of Eq. C4. 4a：) and Eq. C4. 4bD are then as 
follow CJackson, 1975：)， 
e = 〔2乙+I〕iz2 〔 J ckrD X 
1=1 I U 
+ 卜 X J^CkrD ) C4. 5a〕 
g : 〔2乙+1〕"2 r _ i V X J Ckr：) X 
1=1 K I li 
- i JiCJcrO Xii ) C4. 5bD 
In the above, the spherical hankel functions are related to 
spherical bessel functions as 
h'^ '^ 'CxD = jCxD 土 i nCx：) 
For the outer medium, n equals to 1 and it can be seen that 
the m's are all filtered except for the m = 1 mode due to the 
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axial symmetry of the incident field. The expression of E and B 
for the scattered field and that within the droplet can now be 
written as 
00 
E = 〔 s e t ) h CkrD X 
1= 1 、 E L ll 
S C O 一 
+ • X h^CkrD ？ ) (4.6a〕 
Bsc = 〔 4 斤 〕 〔 2 乙 + 1 〕 " 2 (一 I SeC 乙 〕 • X 〜Ckr) X^ ^ 
一 i S^CO h^ Ckr：) X^ ^ ) C4.6bD 
00 
=〔471)1,2[ 〔2i+l?z2 ( 〔 乙 〕 j ^ C n k r ： ) X^ ^ 
/ C O 一 
十 ~ • X J^CnkrD Xii ) C4. 7aD 
and, 
CD 
Bin =〔47t?Z2e 土t 〔一 ‘ 〕• X J CnkrD X 
1= 1 K E I ll 
一 i /^CO j^ Cnkr：) X^ ^ ) C4. 7bD 
where the subscripts ’sc, and ,in, adjacent to g and § correspond 
to scattered and inside droplet respectively, the spherical hankel 
function h^ Ckr：) is type 1, i.e. h^ ^^ CkrD. There is now the final 
v/orJc to find out the coeffic土ents S C O . S C O , I CI) and I C I) 
M E M E 
for a complete description of the electromagnetic field in and out 
of the droplet. There are four boundary conditions on the surface 
of the droplet in determining the coefficients, they are： 
CI〕 Continuity of normal component of electric field displacement 
37 
gH-g :)-n=£e. • ^  C4 8aD 
O SC In ^ 
〔2：) Continuity of normal component of magnetic field 
〔 g + g 〕.fi = g. • fi C4 8bD 
SC vn V•峰.oiJ-^  
C3：) Continuity of tangential component of electric field 
〔巨 + 经SC) X S = X ft 〔4.8c〕 
C：^：) Continuity of tangentail component of magnetic field 
( g + g s c〕 X = gtn X fi C 4 . 8 d D 
After some calculation, the coefficients are found as followed, 
S = 一 j C x D [ n x J C n x D ] , - [ x J C x D 3 * J C n x D 
E hCxD [nx JCnxD] » 一 Cx hCxD], JCnxD C4. 9a：) 
5 = _ j〔力[nx JCnxD], - [x JCxD] * n^ jCnxD , 
M ~ —T C 4. 9b〕 
hCx：) [nx jCnx：)], — Cx hCxD], n JCnx：) 
I = X C jCxD h,〔x) - J 'CxD hCxD3 
E JCnxD [xhCxD], - [nx JCnxD], hCnxD C4. 9c：) 
. T 一 X £J C x D h * C x D 一 J , C x D h C x D 3 
M 一 " ^ C4. 9d〕 
n jCnxD Cx hC>D2 * 一 Cnx jCnxD], hCnxD 
In Eq. C4.9：), all the subscripts I have been suppressed, the , ； 
n 
sign means derivative with respect to the argument of the 
corresponding function. With Eq. C4. 6D , Eq. C4. 7D and Eq. C4. 9D , it 
is now possible to evaluate the electric field and magnetic field 
at any point in and out of the droplet. 
In the foregoing discussion, the medium outside the droplet 
v^ a^s assumed to be vacuum or air where the refracti ve index is 
taken to be 1. As a general case, there may be an exterior fluid 
instead of vaccum or air, the equations hitherto obtained should 
then be changed as follows. 
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Consider a dielectric sphere with refractive index n v/hich 
1 
is placed in another dielectric medium with refractive index n 
2 
Suppose k^ is the wave number of the incident light in free space, 
then in medium S, the wave number becomes k = n k Since 
2 2 o 
exp [ 土 CJc z — CO t〕 ] = exp C i Ck Cn z〕一⑴ t〕 3 
2 O 2 
膽 can Just multiply any length such as the radius of droplet by 
for a problem of dielectric medium. In this way, the effective 
size parameter is 
371 Cn aD 
X合= ^ = n^X C4. lOD 
and also 
n 
n X = — X = n X c 4 11：) 
2 
Therefore, it can be concluded that we can reduce the problem to a 
free space one just by replacing X by X , r by n r and n by the 
台 2 
relative refracti ve index n = n /n . The use of relative 
© i 2 
refractive index in the formulation can also be obtained from a 




4*2 Expression of F^ and its result 
By referring to Section Ca.2D and Section 〔4.1〕， the physical 
optics result of F^ can now be evaluated. From the definition of 
Eq.C2.10：), Eq.C2.ll：) and Eq. CS. 16D , it can be shown that 
= ~ — J 〔 E卜 K E 二 ） d x C4.12〕 
- 1 
where x = cos as is well known. 
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I<y using Eq. C4. 7a：) and the identity in Page 771 of Jackson, CI9753 
V X f X = i n y ICl-^ lD ^ L / cr f D fi X X 〔4.13) 
V L Im r I Im r dr I Im 
I he tangential and radial components of 2 just beneath the surface 
the droplet are written as 
CO 一 
E - 〔471)1^2 ^  土 1 〔2乙 + 1)1/2 〔 〔 乙 〕 j ^ C n k r D X^ ^ 
^ 1=1 
7 CO 1 d _ 
+ — ( r J^CnkrD ) n x X^ ^ ) C4. 14a:> 
k r dr 
00 / C O i n CIC 乙 + l 〕 〕 i " ^ 2 
E = C4tt〕iz2 ^ (2乙+:L〕iZ2 J^CnkrD Y^ ^ 
^ k r 
C4. 14bD 
On the surface, kr in Eq.C4.14：) is replaced by the size 
p a r a m e t e r X. By labelling the first and second term of E^ by E^ 
川 d E^ respectively. E^ + K E二 can now be expressed as 
F^ + K E^ = E*-E + 2 Re C 〕 + E* • E + K C4. 15D 
^^ -n E E E M M M n n 
Label the four terms on the R. H. S. of Eq. C4. 15D by the 
superscripts 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . The angular integral in Eq.C4.12D is 
j^xpressible in terms of the CIebsch-Gordan coefficients. The 
I，or res ponding F^ ^^  ，s for the four terms on the R. H. S. of 
l-'q. C 4. 1 can then be expressed in the following general form 
F^〉- E P：：；,,〔�,乙2+ ' O C(l〉〔li ,乙2 ’ 乙）〔 4 . 1 6〕 
Where ( I, >、’ ^ ) = ^  ^  乙义乙3。。。） 〔么-丄丁〕 
which is the CIebsch-Gor dan coefficient with all the m,s equal to 
工 e r o . And， 
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p'^' = c a t + 1 D C 2 l + 1〕 r / c 乙 ） 〔 乙 〕 j j ^ 
1 2 V E 1 E 2 
P'^ ' = C2乙4+1〕 Cai +1〕 r 丄 1 + 1 1 - 1 « 2 n / 〔i )产 C I ) J T + C.C.I 
1 2 、 E i M 2 」11 12 
= 〔 2 、 + 1 〕 C 2 i + 1〕 r 土 “ - 1 2 n 2 / C i 〕 z关〔乙〕丁丁 1 
11八2 1 2 V M l M 2 ll 12 
L1,L2 、 1 2 1 2 ) V M l M 2 ll l2 ^ 
C^^^C I ， I ， i 〕 = C O S ^ ^ 
1 2 12 
(，、 〔 乙 + 乙 』 + 乙 ， + 2 〕 〔 一 乙 + t +i十1)〔乙一乙+乙+1〕〔乙+乙一乙〕 
C ⑵〔乙i ’ 乙2 ’ 乙 〕 = -~？ ^_？ 1 2 
4 I I CI +13CI +1D 1 2 1 2 
c'^^C L ’ I , i 〕 = cos^^ 
1 2 12 
(：“〉〔I ， I ， 乙 〕 = C O S 孜 
1 2 12 
where 1 d ^ , < 、、 
^ = y ^ c y Ji〔y)) y nx 
J ^ CnxD 
= 
nx 
乙 C i +1 ：) + i 〔乙 + 1〕 一 乙 〔 乙 十 1 〕 
cos 0 = _ ^ ？ _ I 
2C 乙 乙 〔 乙 +l〕Ci +l〕〕iZ2 
1 2 1 2 
The remaining task is only some straight forward but tedious 
computations. Once F^ ^^  ,s are obtained， F^ is found by ‘ 
= E F•广〉 〔4. 18〕 
i =1 
Unlike geometric optics, F obtained by physical optics 
depends not only on refraictiindex n, but also on the size 
parameter X of the droplet. For convenience, n is taken to be 1.33 
from now on in this chapter. 
Table C4. ID lists F^ up to I = 15 for X equals to 5, 500. 
There are observable difference between the two sets of values F 
• I 
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Table 4. 1 ： F versus Z. for n = 1.33 
I F CX=5D F CX=500D 
0 1.091 O.635 
1 1.083 O.469 
‘ 2 1.486 1.659 
3 1.557 1.683 
4 1.386 ’ 1.63a 
5 1.095 1. 608 
6 1.118 1.249 
7 O.686 O. 459 
8 O.468 一 O . 2 3 0 
9 O.558 -O.622 
10 O. 175 -1.215 
11 -O.071 -1.576 
12 -O.024 一 1 . 8 4 9 
13 O. 007 -1.828 
14 0.002 -1.357 
15 -0.001 -O. 799 
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of X = 500 has already attained the asymptotic value of large X» 
which can be seen by comparing with Table C3.2〕 and also from the 
lines of F^ demonstrated in Fig. C4. ID , these lines seem to be 
horizontal. with little error， for X larger than 250. For X = 3’ 
owing to the strong interference within the droplet, it is 
difficult to have a conclusion on the tendency of F on X. 
I 
Fig. C4. 2：) gives another demonstration of the different 
behaviour of small and large X, F defined in Eq.C2.16D is plotted 
against 孜 by the approximation of imax = 40 for X equals 5， 50’ 
500, i.e. 
40 
F = J] F P C cos e) 
Locations of the most intense peaks are dirferent obviously. By 
analogy, the figure of X = 500 is very similar to the 
corresponding one in Fig. C3. 9D, this again proves the asymptotic 
behaviour at X = 500 and the validity of the geometrical result. 
The eval uati on process of Q^ [ Q^  has already been defined in 
Eq. C3. 15D and Eq. C3. 3 is exactly the same as that of F^ by 
using Eq. C4. 14：) and that forth. The dependence of Q^ on R for 
X = 500 is drawn in Fig.〔4. 3〕 in analogy with that in Fig. C3. 5：). 
On the other hand. Table 〔4.2：) gives lists of Q^CRD for different 
i and some selected large X in analogy with Table 〔3.1). These 
again show good agreement with the result from geometrical optics. 
As a comparison, the geometrical optics method offers a 
better way of understand!ng the properties of light within the 
droplet and can avoid undesirable peaks of m o r p h o l o g y - d e p e n d e n t 
resonance, it is also more convenient in the computation for a 
large droplet as the series summed by physical optics is too 
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A 
1.0- / \ 1.0- ’ 
(3) / \ ⑴。.8_ 
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A' A, 
,「」 〜 - I =30 
1.SH — 1 1 -2 1 , 
50 200 350 500 50 200 350 500 
A' A. 
Figure ( 4 , 1 ) : 
Dependence of F^ on X. Curves are labeled by the values of i. The calculation 
was performed at the values of the size parameter X shown by the points; the lines , 
joining the points are only to guide the eye and do not represent the value of F^ 丨 
when X associates with a sharp resonance. 丨: 
I 
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Figure (4.2) ： ‘ • 
Physical optics results for (a) Q and (b) F on the surface of the droplet • 
for X = 5，50，500 from the top to the bottom. > 
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Physical-optics results of Qi(R) versus. R for i = 0..5. The points on the 
graphs are located at multiples of 0.05 only (except that at R=0)， i e there 
are 20 data points on each graph. • 
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l^ irge. This is because maximum of L^  and in Eq. C4. 16：) is g i v e n 
by the following inequality in view of a lope of wavelength inside 
the rim of a droplet, 
^ I < 2 rr a 
n 1, z 
i • I < n X 
1,2 
As I is contributed by and , so maximum I to be summed is 
2nX and therefore time-consuming in computation. But for a smaller 
droplet, say one order lower in radius, geometric optics ceases to 
work as a result of strong interference within the droplet’ 
physical optics remains to give the correct result as well as a 
shorter computation time for a smaller series. Finally, for the 
droplet with X = 500 in the experiment of Zhang and Chang〔1988：), 
both geometrical and physical optics methods are equal1y valid. 
As a final demonstration and statement, F is plotted against 
U 
I in Fig. C4. 4：) , which looks like a sinusoidal function in L. But, 
this tendency does not help much as the deviation from the most 
fitted sinusoidal function is still large, especially at small 乙. 
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Figure ( 4 . 4 ) : 
F^ versus i for X = 500 and n = 1.33. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Laser pulse induced deformation of droplet : PART II 
1 Including viscosity 
Eq. Ca. 19D gives a full description of the surface motion in 
the case of zero viscosity. In the real case, the droplet motion 
will damp out to retain its spherical shape. 
It is simplest to incorporate the viscosity by analogy to a 
damped simple harmonic oscillator, the equation of motion of which 
i s 
d^x 丄 「 d x 丄 2 A 
— r + 厂 + CO X = O r s 1 ^ 
dt2 dt � 
then， as a function of time, the total mechanical energy will be 
proportional to expC—厂t〕. Therefore, 
厂 二 dissipation rate of mechanical energy 
totalmechanicalenergy “ 〔5. 2〕 
Now， returning to the problem of droplet motion, by assuming 
a potentiail flow, v can be wri tten as 
I • 梦 C5.3D 
where is a scalar function. For an incompressible fluid, 
V-V = O, so 
= O 〔5.4〕 
The solution of Eq.C5.4D is well known. For a particular mode 乙， 
= A^CtD〔 ^ 〕L P^Ccos 分) 〔5.5〕 
Therefore, the total kinetic energy of the droplet is 
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• p j c V d V = P a I Apt〕 〔5. 6〕 
By comparing with a simple harmonic oscillator, the total 
mechanical energy equals the maximum kinetic energy, which in turn 
equals twice its time averaged value, therefore. 
Total mechanical energy =己广二 p a i < A^CtD 〔3.7) 
On the other hand, the dissipation rate of energy is 
^ C total K.E.) 
which can be written in an alternate way as CLandau and Lifshitz, 
1959D ‘ 
-”多•〔 g C5.8D 
where r? is the viscosity coefficient of the fluid and § denotes 
integration on the boundary of droplet. Eq.C5.8D can again be 
rewritten as CAppend!x D) 
一 2 a 1 d r . dcp 2 ^ ^ 
” r - — ^ ^ - i l r d O 〔5.9〕 
加 r 印 a r r=a 
A bit of algebra shows 
df ( total K.E. D = - i- 77 i〔卜1X81+1〕< Af > 〔5.10〕 
u T 
Dividing Eq.C5.10D by Eq. C5. 7〕 gives 厂 in Eq. C5. ID, 
r = ^ CI - ID C2l + 1〕 C5.11D 
pa 
By analogy to Eq.C5.lD with Eq•〔包 19), an equation of motion 
including viscosity may now be expressed as 
P an CI - ID (21 + 1〕 dh — + ^ 
i cl t^ a^ 乙 f 
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丫 2 工 
+ — C i + i -2：) h = — — C K - ID F, 〔5.12：) 
a Eac t 
Eq. C5. 12D is only a second order linear differential 
equation, with a known temporal profile for I and F^ found for the 
incident laser beam, solution of h^  can be obtained by setting 
suitable initial conditions. 
One straight forward observation from Eq. C5. 12D is for the 
r 
乙 = 1 mode, both damping and restoring forces vanish. Once the 
laser pulse is shut off, the droplet will as a whole move with 
constant speed. 
The damping force for a mode with large I is proportional to 
乙 2， so that the high order modes will damp out rapidly. This fact 
again proves the convenience of expansion of quantities in 
Legendre series, only several modes with small I are needed to 
account for the droplet motion, and the most important is only a 
few F^'s is required to give full descriptions of the fluid motion 
even for different sizes of droplet. 
5. 2 Droplet defor mat ion 
1 
V/e first represent the temporal profile of the incident 
intensity as 
工 = I 。 〔 I ) exp〔 -》） C5.13D 
to account for the droplet deformation in the paper of Zhang and 
Chang〔1988：). Parameters are drawn out and summarized in Table 
C5. I：). Two different intensities of laser pulse are shown in the 
table， these correspond to the pulses of lOO mJ and 200 mJ shining 
over a disc of radius 100 fjm. Due to some possible reasons which 
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Table 5, 1 ： Summary of parameters in experiment, 
droplet 
matefid water 
refractive index 1.33 
density l . OO g/cc 
viscosity 0.01002 g/cm sec 
Padius 50 fjm 
interface 
Mi^fac^e tension 70 dynes/cm 
laser pulse 
intensity 1.6 CO. 8D GW/cm^ 
duration o . 4 jjs 






will be discussed later, the value of 1.6 GW/cm" for the intensity 
is used in this thesis. 
By set ting the following initial c o n d i t i o n s , 
h^Ct=OD = O 
h^Ct=OD = O -
Eq.〔5.12〕is readily solved for all the modes with F^ obtained 
f>om Table〔3.2〕or Table〔4.1〕. According to Eq. C a . 1〕，the 
droplet shapes at various time after the end of the laser pulse 
are drawn in Fig.C5.lD, and the displacement h : R〔孜，t) - a in 
units of a in front〔和O〕and at the back C和rr) is plotted against 
time in Fig.CS.E〕’ the time axis being shown in both the absolute 
units CfJs) and the reduced time, i.e. time in units of period of 
mode 2. Numerically, the oscillation periods are 94, 48, 31, 
A^sec, and the amplitude decay times are 500, 178, 92’ psec 
for I = 2, 3, 4， The front of the droplet grows in the 
first several microseconds and attains its maximum bulge at 6 畔. 
As time goes on’, the droplet seems to undergo motion to retain its 
spherical shape, this is the droplet motion demonstrated by Zhang 
and Chang 〔1988〕. If longer time of observation is made, a maximum ； 
backward bulge will appear at 〜39 …，the shape of this droplet is 
drawn in Fig.C5.3D. Fig. C5. 4D shows the contributions of the 
individual modes h^CO in units of a, and their sum would give the 
forward displacement. 
As well as oscillation, the droplet undergoes translation, 
its initial vel oci ty is 
I T 
a ^ CK - ID Ft 〜7. 7 cm/s 
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Figure ( 5 . 2 ) : 
Displacement h in units of a in the front (0=0， solid curves) and at the 
back (0 = TT, dashed curves) versus real time t as well as reduced time t (a) for 
short times, (b) for long times. Results are calculated by summing i up to 
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Figure ( 5 . 3 ) : 
The droplet shape at the time when the backward displacement is maximum. 
Figure ( 5 . 4 ) : 
Individual h (t) in units of a versus time t. Curves are labeled by values 
of I. 
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Ci . e. SyUsD . 
If the laser pulse time is sufficiently short, the laser 
irradiation can be regarded as impulsive, and the time derivative 
of h^  just after the pulse is, by Eq.C5.12D, 
I T 
hi〔t=0〕= 3 二 c CK - 1〕I F^  〔5.14〕 
By incorporating h^ as a damped sinusoidal function with angular 
frequency and damping time T^  and the approximation that 
max h 〜max h ro 
I II 
h^  can approximately be written as 
I T 






T = P a 
I fj cai 十 1 ) CI 一 1 ) 
in which we have assumed that co T >> 1 , which is reasonable for 
L V 
the smaller I*s. For larger I modes, as 
, expC -c Z. 
h a — 
‘ YT 
i 
they will damp out rapidly, so the validity of the assumption does 
not give observable effect in the droplet deformation. 
5* 3 Discussion 
The laser pulse energy used here is 200 mJ. In the 
experiment, 200 mJ laser pulse energy shattered the droplet and 
our calculation result in Fig.CS.lD looks like the experimental 
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r e s u l t o f 1 O O m J . T h e o r i g i n s o f t h e d i s c r e p a n c y m a y b e d i s c u s s e d 
a s f o i l o w s . First., t h e r e c o u l d b e s o m e uncer"La.!nt^y i n t h e rsLclius 
o f t h e d i s k C n o m i n a l 1 y l O O /jmD i n w h i c h t h e i n c i d e n t e n e r g y i s 
c o n f i n e d . S e c o n d , a n d p r o b a b l y m o r e i m p o r t a n t l y , t h e d r o p l e t s e e s 
o n l y t h e c e n t r a l part Cone h a l f by r a d i u s , one quarter by areaD of 
t h e i l l u m i n a t e d r e g i o n , w h e r e t h e i n t e n s i t y i s a l m o s t c e r t a i n l y 
higher than the average value over the whole illuminated disk； a 
factor-of-a uncertainty in i n t e n s i t y could e x i s t . A more d e t a i l e d 
measurement of the intensity distribution would be needed to 
r e s o l v e t h i s p r o b l e m . • 
A sudden change of surface tension during irradiation may 
also change the effactive pressure within droplet and therefore 
affect its later motion. The surface tension may vary as a result 
of temperature change due to absorption of light, but this 
absorption in our case is so little and is neglected. Another is 
the electromagnetic effect on surface tension, this effect may be 
of the same order a.s the term due to el ectr ostr 土 cti ve for ce on 
R. H. S. of Eq.C5.12：) and thus affect the amplitude by a factor of 
but this effect is still not clear at this point. 
Due to some non-linear effects, there is a very different ‘ 
experimental result for lOO mJ and aOO mJ laser pulses. The main 
reason may be due to the higher—order corrections in h , if h is 
I I 
not very small compared to a, the restoring force by surface 
tension will appear in a more complicated form which is non-linear 
with respect to h^  . On the other hand, an exact definition of h 
of Eq. C2. 18D is 
h = V〔R=a+h, e、 tD 
n 
i.e. the surf ace of droplet is at RCe, t:> instead of a. It is hard 
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to say how much this affects the theoretical result. 
For an incompressible fluid, the force applied at any point 
in it is transmitted as increased pressure to all parts of it 
instantaneously’ the absorption of electrostricti ve pressure into 
the effective pressure Just fulfills such a mechanism. Through the 
propagation of sound， there will be an instantaneous adjustment of 
mechanical pressure to incorporate the electrostrictive pressure 
in order to balance that of the outer medium. So, the 
electrostricti\^e pressure gi ves no information on the motion of 
fluid. But for a compressible fluid， with slow mechanical 
adjustment, the volumetric electrostrictive force will become the 
most important term in determining local fluid motion. In such 
case， the omitted I =〇 mode for h^  will appear again to account 
for an overall volumetric change of droplet. There will be another 
detail discussion on this incompressible assumption in Chapter 6. 
Ocasionally, the incident wavelength may fall upon a 
morphology-dependent resonance. The large enhancement of the 
internal fields will cause a rapid acceleration of the surface. 
This resonance will not keep on even if the pulse is still on, 
because a rapid acceleration will cause shape distortion rapidly 
and this will shift the resonance completely away from the 
incident wavelength and only a portion of the incident energy is 
received into a resonant mode. Besides this, although the 
deformation is small, the intensity of light and therefore F^  will 
differ more or less on such a rough surface, the later droplet 
motion will then be altered. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Two fluid problem 
1 Derivation and discussion of the equation of motion 
Generally, instesid of siir in the outer medium of the droplet， 
there may be another fluid, this case is of additional interest as 
ii can determine the validi ty of the incompressible assumption 
which will be discussed later in this Chapter. To investigate this 
analogous problem, parameters suggested by Chang Cprivate 
communication：) shall be used； they are listed in Table C6. ID. 
The same temporal profile as in Eq.C5.13D is assumed. The 
intensity suggested by Chang is actually a profile with maximum 
intensity of 1. 6 GW/cm^, the intensity used here is greater in 
order to show more significant deformations. 
With the addition of an outer fluid, the equation of motion 
Eq.C5.12D should be changed a bit. Firstly, for the effective 
pressure P in Section 2. 2, V^P = O still holds, the solution of 
& e 
P is then 
- 00 
E PII〔t〕( ^  )lp〔COS •&〕 if r < a C6. laD 
l=o 
P C r t D = 
& CO 
E P2i〔t〕〔 ^  )-“+"P产OS O) if r > a 〔6.1b〕 
l=o 
Using Eq. CB. 13：) , integrating Eq. C2. 8D across the boundary of the 
droplet and including surface tension, we obtain the following 
relation at once, 
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Table 6. 1 ： Summary of parameters in experiment, 
droplet 
material P-xylene CC H D 
8 lO 
refractive index 1.493 
density O. 8611 g/cc 
viscosity O.00648 g/cm sec 
radi us SCO fjm 
host 
material water 
refractive index 1.33 
density 1.OO g/cc 
viscosity O. 01002 g/cm sec 
i nterface 
surface tension 32. 3 dynes/cm 
laser pulse 
intensity 8.0 GW/cm^ 
duration O. 4 fjs 
wavelength O. 6 /jm 
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一 P'zl + PiL + = 〔 〜 一 2 ) h 〔6.2〕 
a 
On the other hand, it can be shown with Eq. C2. 1：) and Eq. C2. 8：) 
that near Cbut not on) the boundary of the droplet, 
d^h^ I 
；TTT = 一 — Pii C6.3aD 
d "t a 
d^h^ 1+1 
• 7 7 ^ “ 一 2^1 〔6.3b〕 
d t a 
where subscript 1 refers to the interior fluid, while subscript 2 
refers to the exterior. 
By substituting this two equations into Eq.C6.2D, we get the 
following modified equation of motion， 
r P i 一 〜 、 d ' h t r I 
〔厂 〕 P + 〔： + 卜 h 广 ^ CK^-V (6.4〕 
Main features of Eq.C6.4D are discussed ： 
Inertia : When the surface vibrates, both the inside liquid CID 
and the outside liquid C2) move, hence the inertia term is a sum 
of two contributions, respectively proportional to p^ and p • 
When the second contribution is neglected, we recover the 
corresponding term in Eq.C5.12D. However, for liquids of roughly 
equal density, the inertia effect of the inside liquid is more 
important； for example, for the most important I = 2 mode, the 
coefficients of p^ and p^ are 1/2 and 1/3 respectively, the ratio 
i s 3 / a . 
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Restoring force ： The restoring force term proportional to y is 
unchanged in form, although the value of y between two liquids 
will usually be smaller than that between one liquid and air. 
Dampi ng ： This does not appear in Eq.C6.4D. The damping comes 
about because of CID vorticity in a thin boundary layer near the 
interface where energy is dissipated and, C2D coupling between the 
two fluids. Now there is a boundary layer on each side of the 
surface, so there is damping due to the viscosity of each liquid. 
But the derivation of the damping force is very complicated 〔Lai 
et al, in preparation〕 and will not be given here. For our present 
purpose, we only point out that the oscillation frequency of mode 
乙，for small viscosity, may be obtained from the following 
equati on of a)» . 
p p B CoO 
⑴2〔 irf + T^ + …二阳=o 〔e.5〕 
I a 
v/here 
.^ ^ 21+1 2iCl +2) 
A l ⑷ = T c T T i y 。 - — m — _ 
Bi〔co) = 2 CL ^ - I D D C o D + 二 P , 
2 
i X 
C Coo：) = 2 i X EXcoD - p - ：-—~~p 
2 
P p 
‘ 1 「7 
D〔 oO = — - — 
1 2 
2 
1 CO p a 1/2 
X = r ) 
1,2 、 77 ) 
1 , 2 
The solution co^ ^^  of Eq. C6. 5D is a complex number, if we write 
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, = CO + i CO 
sol R “ I 
then period of oscillation 土s and the damping time is — . It 
00 
R I 
is found that the period of oscillation found by Eq.C6.5) varies 
little from that of Eq.C6.4D and approximate numerical damping 
time of various modes for the present case is listed in Table 
〔6. 2D. 
/ 
Electrostrictive force ： On the R. H. S. of Eq.C6.4D, the 
electrostrictive effect is now proportional to the difference in 
dielectric constant between the two liquids’ CK - K D. For the 
1 2 
present case, the effective size parameter is about aSOO and 
relative refractive index equals to 1.121. The coefficients F^ 
have already been obtained by geometric optics and are listed in 
Table C3. 2D , the physical optics result is shown in Table C6. 3D. 
6.2 Calculated results 
In analogy with Fig. C5. ID and Fig. C5. 2D , Fig. C6. ID and 
Fig.〔6.2：) are drawn similarly. In Fig. C6. ID , a different time 
separation At of 30 fjs is used. 
The main features of the results can be qualitatively understood. 
Time scale ： The first observation is that the motion in the two 
fluid case occurs on a much longer time scale； e. g. the front 
reaches maximum displ acement at 200 /js, versus 6 /js for single 
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Table 6. 2 ： Damping time 厂^ of mode I in units of microseconds. 
21 59.5 
2 3036. 2 22 54. 8 
3 1591. 8 23 50. 7 身 
4 lOOl. 7 34 47. O 
5 695. 5 25 43, 7 
6 514. 2 25 40. 8 
7 397. 2 27 38. 1 
8 317. O as 35.8 
9 259. 5 29 33. 6 
10 216.7 30 31.6 
11 184. O 31 39. 8 
12 158.3 32 as. 2 
13 137.8 33 a6.7 
121.2 34 as. 3 
107. 5 35 24. O 
96. O 36 22.8 
17 86.3 37 ai.7 
18 78.1 38 20.7 
19 71 •〇 39 19. 8 
20 64. 9 40 18. 9 
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1 O. 431 
2 1 . 369 
3 O.732 
4 -O .328 
5 - O . 7 8 5 
6 -O. 621 
7 -O .507 
8 O.303 
9 O.833 


















































































































































































































































































































































droplet case. Firstly, the restoring force is reduced by a ratio 
of Y, which is about 0.5， while the inertia is increased by a 
factor of 2, hence we expect that for the same radius， the 
characteristic frequencies to be decreased by a factor of about 
0. 5. Also the frequencies scale as a一曰广之，so extrapolating from a 
= 5 0 ^m in the single droplet case to a = 200 /jm in two fluid case 
causes the frequencies to be further reduced by a factor of O.IS, 
f6r a total reduction by a factor of O. 5 x O. 12 = O.06. For single 
droplet case， the period of quadrupole oscillations C i s 94 
A^ s, so we expect that the analogous period in the two fluid case 
is 94 fjsz 0.06，i.e. 1500 jjs. 
However, the two cases are not just related by a simple 
scaling of the time t by this ratio. The relative time scales, 
1.e. the behaviours in terms of the reduced time t, are different 
and also interesting. The maximum forward displacement occurs for 
^ = t/T = 6 /JS/94 fjs = 0.06 Cone droplet case：) and t = t/T = 200 
500 fjs = O. 13 Ctwo fluid case〕，i.e. relatively later. The 
reason for this can be traced to the pattern of F in Table 
〔6.1：). In single droplet case, more F^ values have comparable 
magnitude and the same sign 〔say L = 2 to 6), hence to have 
maxi mum forward displacement requires having these modes roughly 
in phase； for two fluid case, fewer F values share this property 
Csay I =2， 3〕， so fewer modes have to be kept in phase for 
maximum response. Thus the maxi mum response in two fluid case for 
later t. 
Amplitude ： The magnitude of the response in the two cases are 
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comparable Cin single droplet case, the maximum forward 
displacement is h/a = O.44； in two fluid case it is O.32D, but the 
intensity in two fluid case is larger by a factor of 5. So the 
response for a given intensity is smaller in two fluid case by a 
factor of about CO. 33/0. 44：)/5 = O. 15. There are many factors 
affecting the magnitude of the response. 
Ci) The driving force is reduced by a factor of CK 一K D/CK-1D=0 6 
1 2 ‘ 
due to the difference in contrast of refractive index, while the 
inertia is increased by a factor of about 2, so regard!ng the 
intensity as impulsive, the initiailly velocities launched in two 
fluid case is down by a factor of O. 3. 
CtO From Eq. CS. 12〕and Eq. C6. 4D , we see that the relevant driving 
force for h is not I only, but I/a; if we talk about the 
fractional displacement h/a, then the relevant driving force is 
I/a2. Since a differs by a factor of 4 in the two cases, the 
response in h/a for two fluid case should be further reduced by a 
factor of 1/16. 
Cc) However, the amplitude h^ of any mode is related to the 
initial velocity h^ by h^  = h^ /O^  ， where O^ is the corresponding 
frequency. Recall that the frequencies in two fluid case are 
smaller by a factor of about O.06, so taking all these factors 
into account» the amplitudes in two fluid case relative to that of 
single droplet case, for the same intensity, should be 
O. 3 X CI /16D / O. 06 = O. 3 
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Figure (6.2)： 
The forward displacement h(e = 0，t)/a (solid line) as a function of 
real time t and reduced time t; and similarly for the backward displacement 
h( e = 7 r , t ) / a (broken l i n e ) . 
Figure ( 6 . 3 ) : 
The contributions of different surface modes h (t) as a function of t 




1 1 1 1 1 1 
Figure (6.4)： 
The droplet shape at the time when the backward displacement is 
maximum in the two-fluid case. 
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This explains the bulk of the difference. 
〔d) The amplitude at any particular time t is even more 
complicated because of the different phase relations among the 
different Fig.C6.3〕 shows the contributions of the 
individual modes h^ CtD in units of a. It can be seen that the 
total forward displacement receives signiTicant contributions from 
more modes in single droplet case than in the two-fluid case. This 
explains the further reduction in the forward displacement in the 
two-fluid case. Thus we see that the refractive index Cor ratio of 
the indices of the two liquids〕 affects the result in a 
complicated way. 
Backward bulge ： The shape in Fig. (16. 4〕shows a backward bulge at 
large time. The maximum backward bulge occurs at t = 440 /js, with 
h/a = O.064. 
3 The incompressibi1i ty assumption 
There is one fundamental assumption in our calculation, 
namely that the fluids are incompressible, i.e. sound waves can be 
neglected. This is certainly valid for a single droplet in air, 
but for one droplet inside a host liquid， energy will be 
"radiated" away by sound waves going off to infinity. This 
mechanism of energy dissipation has not been incorporated. We do 
not know yet whether this is a serious problem, and compsirison 
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with measurements may help to clarify the issue. 
The two-fluid consideration provides a relevant test for the 
incompressible assumption. Along the axis of the incident laser 
pulse， hot spots due to converging of light can be found. For 
single droplet case with refractive index n of droplet equals 
1.33, the two most intense hot spots are located at CiD inside the 
droplet， at 0.6a to O.9a； and CiiD outside the droplet, at a to 
2a. For the two-fluid case with relative refractive index equals 
1.121’ the two are located at CiD inside the droplet, at 0.5a to 
0.9a; and CiiD outside the droplet’ at 2a to 4.5a. Geometrically, 
the second hot spot is a real image due to two refractions at the 
droplet surface, the first hot spot is a real image formed by one 
refraction and one reflection. For a highly transparent medium, 
the second image is expected to be more intense than the first 
one’ because reflection at the droplet surface is weak. Indeed, 
the second hot spot is at least one order more intense than the 
first one in both cases. 
To explain the bulging out of the droplet in single droplet 
case, we might consider two kinds of explanations. One is due to 
the hot spot： the electrostrictive force caused by the intense 
field compresses the fluid in the hot spot, and, alter the passage 
o:f the laser pulse, the compression propagates and make the fluid 
bulge out. The other explanation is that the electrostrictive 
force inside the droplet is included into the effective pressure, 
and， through the assumption of incompressibi1ity, only the 
electrostrictive force on the boundary contributes to the 
deformation. 
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The experimental result of the two-fluid case can distinguish 
between the two explanations. As there are hot spots both inside 
the droplet and in the medium outside with the latter more 
intense. If the "hot spot effect" is stronger, it can be expected 
that the forward surface will be pushed inwards. If the ..pressure 
inclusion" explanation is /^alid Cas we assume here〕， we will 
observe the kind of deformation given in this thesis. Of course, 
r 
we can incorporate the hot spot effect into a redefinition of the 
pressure only if the fluid can be regarded as incompressible. 
Therefore, the comparison of all results here with experiment will 





A strong laser pulse shatters or initiates oscillations of 
micrometer-sized water droplets CZhang and Chang, 1988D. The 
physics of oscillation of droplet has already been discussed by 
Lamb 〔1932：) and Chandrasekkar C1961 ：). Fluid mechanics of the 
droplet has been solved by the Navier-Stokes equation, the driving 
force of its initisil motion is bel i e ved to be the el ectr ostri cti ve 
force CLai et al, 1982〕. 
The electrostrictive force can be written in two terms, CiD a 
totaJ gradient and CiiD a term nonvanishing only on the surface. 
These relate to the electric field square and therefore intensity 
of light in the droplet. Both physical CMie, 1908D and geometrical 
optics methods have been used in finding the relevant terms, the 
computational results of the two approaches match each other in a 
very good manner, a droplet with size parameter X > 250 can be 
sadd to be geometrical 1 y large in this sense. 
Like the mechanical force which is expressible as a gradient 
of mechanical pressure’ term CiD combines with mechanical pressure 
to gi\re the effactive pressure. With the incompressible 
assumption, the surface deviation h^ has been related to the 
driving force F^ by a second order linear differential equation. 
CIear figures of droplet motion have then been obtained. 
By a comparison wi th the photographs in experiment, the 
theoretical 200 mJ result matches the experimental lOO mJ one. 
Reasons for the discrepancy may be non-uniform intensity 
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distribution of the laser pulse or changing surface tension. 
Non-1 inear effect ma.y lead to some discrepancy and it certainly 
explains the different experimental result of lOO and 200 mJ. 
With data of experimental set — up suggested by Chang 〔priv5ite 
communication〕， by placing P-xylene droplet in a pool of water, 
extension of the problem to replace the outer air medium of 
droplet by another fluid has been done, the droplet deformation 
» 
due to laser irradiation has been discussed and calculated 
similarly. Longer time scale of the distortion has been obtained. 
Experimental result is awaited. This two fluid method may examine 
the validity of the incompressible assumption by determining 
whether the droplet surface is pushed in or bulging out. 
In this thesis, we have assumed a 1aser pulse which is not 
very intense and the droplet is transparent. Problems with an 
highly-intense laser pulse and an absorpti ve droplet CArmstrong, 
1988) will certainly need a nonlinear analysis and an inclusion of 




Analytic expression of AP across a deformed droplet surface 
Eq.CS.2) can indeed be written in the form of 
AP = a ^ I  H I CAl. ID 
where H is the mean curvature of the surface at point r. Therefore 
we need to calculate || H || for the general deformed surface as 
described by Eq.Ca.ID . 
It can be shown that Cdo Carmo , 1976) 
eG 一 2fF + gF 
H 二 ； 〔A1.2〕 
2 CEG - F D 
where E, F, G are the coefficients of first fundamental form 
Cp.92：) and e， f, g the coefficients of second fundamental form 
Cp. 154D. 
Now consider the case of a slightly deformed droplet with 
rotational symmetry about the 2-axis. That is, the distance RC^.^D 
between the droplet surf ace and origin is independent of angle (p 
in spherical coordinate, where the origin is the centre of the 
undeformed droplet. In Cartesian coordinates, the position vector 
r of any point on the surface can be written 
r = C , RC 孜Dsin把in0 , RC 孜〕cos沒〕 CA1.3) 
In this way, the coefficients of the first fundamental form and 
the second fundamental form can be read off by the following 
defining equations, 
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CdrD^ = CdsD^ = E CdOD^ + 2F Cd孜〕Cd0〕 + G 
n . ^  = e C势 2 + 打 〔 芸 X 势 . g c势 2 
,2 ds ds ds ^ ds 
ds 
八 
where n is the unit normal vector on the surface and is given by 
n = ^ 
‘ II r 分 X r 梦 It 
where subscripts 合 and (p means partial derivatives with respect to 
them respectively. After some calculations, we find that 
E = R^ + R^ R^ 
F = O 
G = 分 
尺尺种-它兄/ 一 兄 2 
“ C R^ 十 � 1 / 2 ^ 
f = 0 
R R^sin^ cos沒 一 R^sin^^ 
g = k R^sin^ cos分 一 R sin】分 
C + � l / 2 分 
the symbol means under the approximation of R^^ << R^ with 
accuracy up to 1st order. Together with Eq. CAl. aD, 
H = | C 
一 1 ^ 1 d , . dR 
= - — + s i n ^ —— 
R 2 R ^ s i n O d e 
1 1 A 




Explanation of Eq.C3. 7D and Eg, C3> 83 
By referring to Fig.C3.2D, the beam area at point ？ mus七 be 
related to the beam area at point K and ^ due to the straight 
path or propagation of ligh^ssu.ed. Suppose the angle subtended 
by the hea. at point K and ^ be d^^ and d分父十义 respectively, this 
contributes to the foilowing factor in the beam area ratio 
〔a cos 4> d孜）y - Ca cos 0 d-a ) x 
fi ^ 1 
T T ^ “ 〔纪 1 〕 
Which i s t h e beam w i d t h l y i n g i n t h e p a p e r , t h e - s i g n i n t h e 
numerator i s u s e d b e c a u s e i t g i v e s c r o s s i n g or b e a . ror same s i g n 
of d孜K and 份 K + i and no crossing for opposite signs of them. The 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g term at p o i n t I i s o b v i o u s 
a cos <p d孜I 
In addition to the rotational symmetry about z-axis which 
ves rise to the factor 
R sin ft 
a sin ^ 
t h e beam a r e a r a t i o w i l l t h e n appear a s 
R sin n . V d孜 de .‘ ^ f _ Z __i£ „ X K+ 1 、 
a s i n -没 L X + y d没！ X + y ~ • J II 
which can be proved easily to give Eq.C3. 7D. 
And , by a p p l y i n g c o s i n e l a w on t r i a n g l e O K ? 、 
反2 = + a2 - 2 a X cos 梦 CAE. 3〕 
which gi ves the following sol ution 
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【 = C O S 0 土 ( C I〕2 一 s i n V 力 〔A2.3) 
where the 土 sign depends on whether ^ K O r is acute or obtuse 
v^ hich in turn depends on whether x is smaller or larger than y. As 
X + y = 2 a cos (p CAE. 4D 




A Fortran program on evaluation of intensity inside droplet 
The fol lowing program. the intensi ty dis trib-ut ion on the 
sxirfcLce' of a concentric sphere at radi-as of R = f a, CO < f < i ； 
i n this case c h o s e n , to be O. 3：>, w i t h i n a droplet by geometrical 
opt ics. As well as the int ens i ty on a concentric sphere, this 
program can also & the int&rxsi ty prof Lie wt IKtix the droplet for 
-oario-as purposes ’ svich. as tHe iniensi ty on a simply by 
r&wri tin^ th& main program. The mast important pctri of the program 
is the subroutine' E2ALL which the intensi ty at any ^i-u&n 
point wi th spherical coordina,t&s CR,/?〕， where R is the cLtstance 
m^cLS-ur^d from centre of the droplet and (3 the polar nvecLs-uredi 
from the Foyntins dir&ctiorx of the incident light，within the 
drop let. The subroxitin& E2ALL obtains input parcmve t &rs indirec t Ly 
from the vcLTictbl&s d&/in&d by COMMON on the fourth I Tine in the 
program, and the elec trie /ield SQuare' at a. paint 
throxi^h -uariable X. Descript ion of the -oariabl^s in the COMMON 
State?7ient is as fol low： 
K ： INTEGER， mjaximvm no. of re/lec t ions wi thin droplet 
FAC : REAL, RZcl，wh&re a is the radius of the droplet 
ANG : REAL, {3 Cin radians：) 
RI ： REAL, r&lcLt i-oe re/rac tix>& ind&x of droplet 
PI : REAL. 71 
AF ； REAL, &f f&c tiue- absorpt ion caef f ici&rtt 
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PARAMETERCLMAX = 40〕 
DIMENSION ARRAYCO: 1800D,ALCO: LMAXD 
REAL LEGCO: LMAXD 
COMMON K:,FAC, ANG,RI ,PI , AF 
AF = O. 
PI = 3. 1415936536 
R1 = 1.33 
FAC = . 8 
DO lO I = 0,1800 




DO 30 I=0,LMAX 
AL〔I〕=0. 
30 CONTINUE 
DX = PI/1.8E3 
DO 40 1=1 ,1799 
X = FLOATCID *PI/I . 8E3 
COSX = COSCXD 
SI NX = SINCXD 
CALL PLC LEG» LMAX.COSXD 




DO 60 I =0’LMAX 
AL〔I)=AL〔I〕*CFLOATC:i〕+. SD 
C WRITEC6,987D I,ALCID 
C987 FORMATC110,EES. 15) 
60 CONTINUE 
DO 65 1=0,180 
X = COSCFLOATCID/1. 8E2〕 
CALL PLCLEG,LMAX.XD 
TEMP =0. 
DO 68 J=O.LMAX 
TEMP =TEMP+ALC JD *LEGC JD 
68 CONTINUE 
WRITE〔6,5：) FLOATCID/IO. , TEMP 
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DIMENSION GPOOCIO：) , POOClOD , INFOClOD 
EXTERNAL F 
, COMMON K,FAC,ANG.RI,PI 
TEMP = PI/180. 
E = 1. E-6 
C EPS = TEMP/1OO. 
EPS = 1. E-7 
ETA = 2. *TEMP 
X = O. 
DO 10 K=1 ,10 
CALL FNOOC F, NOO, GPOO, E*E, PI /2. , 50C0 
CALL ZREALCF,E，E,EPS，ETA,NOO,3000,GPOO,POO,INFOD 
DO 1OO I= 1, NOO 
X = X + ESQRC POOCID D *ARC POOCID D 
lOO CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
ANG = 一 ANG 
DO 20 K=1 ,10 
CALL FNOOCF,NOO,ePOO.E*E,PI/2. ,50D 
CALL ZREALCF,E,E,EPS,ETA,NOO,3000，GPOO,POO，INFO) 
DO 300 1 = 1 , NOO 
X = X + ESQRCPO(XI〕）*ARCPOOC工）） 
300 CONTINUE 
aO CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE FNOOCF,NOO,POO,A,B, hD 
DIMENSION POOC ICO 
WIDTH = CB-AD/FLOATChD 
NOO =0 
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DO 10 I = O.M 
TEMPI = FCA+WIDTH*FLOATCI〕） 
IF CTEMPI . EQ. O. D THEN 
NOO = NOO + 1 
POOC NOOD = A+WIDTH*FLOATC:i〕 
END IF 
IF〔TEMPI . NE. O. ) GOTO 11 
10 GONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
‘ DO 20 J = I+1,M 
TEMPS = FC A-HWI DTH^FLOATC JD D 
IF CTEMPa/TEMPl . LT. O. D THEN 
TEMPI = TEMP2 
NOO = NOO + 1 
POOC NOOD = A+WIDTH^FLOATC JD 
END IF 
IF CTEMP2. EQ. O. D THEN 
NOO = NOO+1 
POOCNOO〕= A+WIDTH^FLOATC JD 








TEMP = SINCXD/RI 






REFANG = ASINCSINCXD/RID 
T1 =2 • *COSC X) /C COSC REFANG) «DS〔 X〕） 
TS=a. ^ (COSC X) zc COSC X) +RI *C0SC REFANG〕〕 
RI =C COSC REFANG) -RI *COSC XD D /C RI *COSC： X) +COSC REFANG)) 
R2=( RI *COSC REFANG〕一COSC X〕）Z〔 RI *COS〔 REFANG) +COSC X〕〕 
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Tl = Tl 
T2 = T2*T2 
R1 = R1 x R l 
R 2 = R a * R 2 






REFANG = ASINCSINCXD/RID 
CHECK = COSC ANG+X +FLOATC K-1) -FLOATC ) *REFANC3) 
TEMPI =FAOF AC-SI NC XD NC X〕 / R I 
IF CTEMPI. LT. O. D THEN 
IF CTEMPI. GT. -1.E-3D TEMPI=0. 
END IF 
TEMPI= SQRTCTEMPID 
TEMP2=C 1 • +PORMC CHEGKD *TEMP1 /COSC REFANC3〕D /E. 
TEMP3=2. ^ OSC X〕/COSC REFANG) 
TEMP4=C1 . -FLOATC fO *TEMP3〕/C1. -FLOATCK-1〕*TEMP3D+1. 
AR=SINC X)/FAC/SINCANG)/C1 • -TEMP2*TEMP4)/(1. -FLOATCK-l)*TEMP3 
TEMP5=EXPC *C FLOATC K-1〕+TEMP2) ^ OSC REFANGD ) 





IF ex. LT. O.〕THEN 
FORM = -1 . 
ELSE 








IMPLICIT REAL*4 CA-ZD 
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INTEGER I, M 
DIMENSI ON LEGC O: hD 
LEGC CO = 1. EO 
IF CM. EQ. OD RETURN 
LEGC 1 ：) =X 
IF CM. EQ. ID RETURN 
DO lO I = 2 , M 
TEMPI= C a ^ F L O A T C I D - 1 . D *X*LEGCI-1D 
TEMP2= FLOATCI -1D *LEGC I -2：) 






Proof of the equality of Eq, C5> 8D and Eq> C5. 9：> 
For the integral only, 
杀 7 2〕 . d g = ^ r^ ^  d O CA4.1D 
where d Q is an infinitsimal solid angle. 
Assume v = V , R. H. S. of Eq. CA4, ID becomes 
# 步〔•.〔梦 V - ) d O CA4.2D 
As = O for an incompressible fluid, the second term of 
Eq. CA4. aD vanishes. And also, due to the axial symmetry of <p and 
the vanishing of the integral of 分一dependent derivative of first 
term. Only radial derivatives exist in Eq. CA4. 2D as in the 
rol 1 owi ng, 
d e l d f 2‘d4>、 二 A 
r — g> — — ( r 0 ) d O CA4. 3〕 
dr r ar dr 
Eq.C5.9D is then obtained in a straight forward manner. 
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